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lntroduction: 

Experience from several countries shows that outbreaks of African swine fewer (ASF) lead to 

market disruptions, which to a large extent also involve price changes. These price changes 

are of major importance to the players in the value chain, including especially farmers and 

the meat industry. The extent, the duration and the speed of price changes are thus of great 

importance. 

Materials and methods: 

The relationship between ASF and market response - including specific price response - is 

complex and several methods must be used to identify possible effects. Based on a 

theoretical basis, possible impacts are identified, as ASF is only ane of many significant 

factors in a relatively volatile market. The special conditions that characterize the market for 

park are mapped, as these factors help to explain the market price reactions. Also possible 

market experiences from previous outbreaks of similar livestock disease are examined. 

Based on this - and using data from Eurostat and other sources - prices and price changes 

for park befare and after the outbreaks of ASF in both Europe and Asian countries are then 

examined. 

Results: 

The results show, that market price response to ASF is dependent on many factors and that 

many factors other than ASF affect the market price, making market assessments complex. 

The conclusion is also that ASF causes major market disruptions and price changes. 

However, both decreasing and increasing prices occur after ASF outbreaks, and several 

factors and conditions can explain these price reactions. 

Discussion: 

The significant impact on markets and on market prices makes both prevention and market 

prediction important. However, price can be considered an exogenous factor, which 

individual stakeholders can hardly be prepared to even face or prevent. In same cases, the 

cost of prevention may outweigh the benefits. In other cases, major net benefits of effective 

prevention exist. 

Research highlights: 

The relationship between ASF and market price response is complex and several factors will 

affect market prices. However, the analysis of several park markets shows, that ASF does 

cause major market disruptions and price changes. Depending on several factors and 

conditions, both decreasing and increasing prices occur after ASF outbreaks. The significant 

impact on markets and on market prices makes both prevention, adaption and market 

prediction important. 
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